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Premium Performance
That Adapts To Your Work Style 

X30W-K

When success hinges on flexibility, the impressively thin and light Portégé® X30W-K 
2-in-1 convertible from Dynabook is both the perfect laptop and perfect tablet for 
whatever the workday brings. The ultra-bright 13.3-inch multi-touch display and 
Windows Ink® create a high-performance canvas for creative freedom. Powered by 
new full-performance 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processors with new hybrid architecture, 
and up to 32GB of LPDDR5 memory, this Intel® Evo™ platform 2-in-1 convertible 
laptop is faster and more efficient than ever! 

Harman Kardon® speakers 
enhanced with Dolby Atmos® 

Comprehensive suite of ports with HDMI 2.0, 
built-in USB-C to Type C ports with Thunderbolt™ 4 

Instant wake capability 
with sub-1s wake time

Display
13.3”

Business Premium 360º
convertible 

IR webcam with AI-Enhanced Camera 
Features for boosted collaborative sessions

Integrated dual-array microphones with AI Noise 
Reduction helps improve overall call quality

dynabook’s own BIOS, TPM 2.0 & 
fingerprint reader for boosted security

12TH

GEN

12th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor 
for powerful performance

Tested to MIL-STD-810G 
for superior durability Intel® Evo™

vPro® platform



1 Weight. Weight may vary depending on product configuration, vendor components, manufacturing variability and options selected. 

Limitless Performance for Unparalleled Productivity 
With full-performance 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processor options and Intel® 

Iris® Xe graphics the Portégé X30W-K benefits from the massive performance 
boost and enhanced efficiency afforded by Intelʼs all-new hybrid architecture. 

Configurable up to 32GB of LPDDR5 and reinforced with an up to 1TB ultra-fast 
PCIe Gen4 SSD storage, Wi-Fi 6 and Thunderbolt™ 4, the Portégé X30W-K delivers 

uncompromising performance. 

Hear and Be Heard with Lifelike Clarity
Great for music or video production, digital composing and more, the powerful 
Harman Kardon® speakers deliver fantastic sound quality with impressive dynamic 
range. Dolby Atmos® further enhances the listening experience by adding incredible 
depth and dimension to music and movies. Dual microphones provide excellent 
noise cancellation for crystal clear conferencing. 

A Unique Perspective 
A front-facing HD webcam ensures clear video conferencing, while the integrated 
lens shutter offers privacy at the flick of a finger. The additional 8MP world-facing 
camera with anti-glare coating allows you to take high-quality photos and shoot 
video in the field or on site when used in tablet mode. 

Dynabookʼs Lightest 13-inch, Intel Evo™ Windows 11 Convertible 
For artists, entrepreneurs, and everyone in between, the Windows 11-powered 
Portégé X30W-K 2-in-1 laptop was designed to foster next-level creativity and take 
care of business from literally anywhere. Boasting a super-light, magnesium alloy 
chassis weighing from 979g1, the Portege X30W-K takes ultra-light portability to new 
extremes. 

Tap Your Inner Artist 
With a premium, modern laptop design that offers the robust flexibility of a tablet, 
the Portégé X30W-K provides the perfect platform for converting ideas into reality. 
Featuring an energy-efficient,  Corning® Gorilla® Glass reinforced 13.3-inch 1080p 
multi-touch Sharp IGZO display that offers crisp colors and sharp detail at all angles. 
The included Wacom® digital pen instantly converts the Portégé X30W-K into the 
perfect canvas with natural pen-to-paper feel thanks to its precision pressure 
sensitivity, natural tilt recognition and lag-free response. 

Tested to Military Standards for Extreme Durability 
With its high-strength magnesium alloy chassis, bonded Gorilla® Glass and more, the 
Portege X30W-K was engineered to meet MIL-STD-810H standards for durability and 
endurance to provide protection against accidental damage. Dynabook conducts 
extreme testing on the hinges of its 2-in-1 laptops, simulating work usage to ensure 
durable functionality. 
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Product
Highlights



Stay in touch and on track
The Portégé X30W-K also features new AI tools to increase productivity and 
collaboration within the workplace – irrespective of the userʼs location. 
Cortana-enabled dual microphones offer a new AI noise reduction function, along 
with an HD with FA (face authentication) camera with its own AI enhanced 
functionality. Along with quality stereo speakers with Dolby Atmos and DTS audio 
processing, the devices enable seamless video or audio conferencing.

Advanced Security for Handling Mission Critical Data 
As a leading Secured-core PC provider, Dynabook equips the Portégé X30W-K with 
advanced security features to ensure resistance to current and future cyber threats. 
Dynabook also writes its own BIOS, providing a unique and secure foundation. 
Further bolstering security, this laptop can be equipped with face and fingerprint 
biometric recognition, and TPM 2.0. 

Next Level Connectivity 
Beyond its ultra-flexible, ultrafast Thunderbolt™ 4 ports, the Portégé X30W-K features 
a mix of full-size ports, including HDMI® and USB-A (with Sleep & Charge) for 
seamless, adapter-free wired connectivity. To further boost the capabilities of 
Thunderbolt 4, Dynabook offers wired docking solutions that seamlessly connects up 
to four external displays, as well as a variety of other USB and USB-C® accessories 
with a single cable connection. 
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AI-Enhanced Camera Features 
Fostering a collaborative workspace, Dynabook Online Meeting Assist utilizes AI to ensure 
faces are bright and visible in a wide spectrum of lighting conditions, blur backgrounds 
and automatically keep the users face cantered in frame. Since these enhancements are 
built into our software, users can easily turn on and off these features with a quick hotkey 
with any video conference software. 

AI Noise Reduction 
The 360-degree dual-array microphones allow voices to be picked up 
omnidirectionally with equal gain from all directions giving the user the ability to 
roam freely around a room or to serve as the hub for multi-person conference calls. 
Improving overall call quality, the AI Noise Reduction isolates and filters out 
background noises at near and far ends of calls to ensure participants can be heard 
clearly and effortlessly. 

NEW AI Enhancement 

NEW AI Enhancement 



PROCESSOR Intel® Core™ i5-1240P Processor (1.7GHz, up to 4.4GHz, 4P+8E cores, 12MB Cache)
Intel® Core™ i5-1250P vPRO Processor (1.7GHz, up to 4.4GHz, 4P+8E cores, 12MB Cache)
Intel® Core ™ i7-1260P Processor (2.1GHz, up to 4.7GHz, 4P+8E cores, 18MB Cache)
Intel® Core™ i7-1270P vPRO Processor (2.2GHz, up to 4.8GHz, 4P+8E cores, 18MB Cache)

OPERATING SYSTEM Windows 11 Pro
Windows 10 Pro (with downgrade facilitation rights^)

SYSTEM MEMORY Choice of 8GB/16GB/32GB On-board LPDDR5 5200MHz

DISPLAY 13.3" Sharp IGZO Full HD Anti-Glare (400NIT) IPS display (Capacitive) with 
In-Cell Touch Technology and Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™, resolution 1,920 x 1,080

GRAPHICS Intel® Iris® Xe Graphics  

BUILT-IN CAMERA Built-in HD Web Camera with Dual Microphone and camera shutter slider, 
8MP FHD World-Facing Camera, Infrared IR camera for face authentication (Optional)

COMMUNICATIONS Intel® Wi-Fi 6 AX211 802.11ax Dual Band Wireless LAN, Bluetooth® 5.2

AUDIO Harman Kardon® stereo speakers enhanced with DTS Atmos sound technology

INPUT DEVICES Clickpad™ with multi-gesture support, Frameless full-size tile backlit keyboard,
Universal Stylus Pen with Wacom AES 2.0 Pen Technology

PORTS

BATTERY TYPE 4-cell, 53Whr Lithium-Ion Polymer (not user replaceable)
Quick charge technology (30 minutes charge = 4 hours of battery)

AC ADAPTOR 65W USB Type-C AC adaptor

SECURITY FEATURES

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 303.9 x 197.4 x 17.9mm

PROTECTION FEATURES Magnesium Alloy Chassis, designed to pass MIL-STD-810G testing methodologies

WEIGHT Starting from 979g

3-year carry-in International Limited Warranty (parts & labor), 
1-year Battery Limited Warranty (carry-in)

WARRANTY+

Specifications

© 2023 Dynabook Singapore Pte. Ltd. Intel, the Intel Logo, Intel Inside, Intel Core and Intel vPro are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Windows and Windows Hello are either a registered trademark or trademark 
of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other products and name mentioned are the property of respective owners. While Dynabook has made every e�ort to ensure the accuracy of the information provided 
herein, product speci�cations, con�gurations, warranty, pricing, system availability are subjected to change without prior notice. Dynabook will not be liable for editorial, pictorial, and typographical errors. RCB No 201825684D.

Contact our Enterprise Consultants: DBS-b2b@dynabook.com Visit asia.dynabook.com

Dynabook recommends Windows Pro for business.

* Actual product features and specifications depend on model and local availability. For more information, please visit http://asia.dynabook.com
^ Microsoft Windows 10 Pro is preinstalled and available through downgrade rights from Windows 11 Pro. Although Windows 11 Pro is available,
 Windows 10 Pro have to be uninstalled. You may use only one version at a time and that switching between versions requires uninstalling the 
 other version.
+ Dynabookʼs standard limited warranty terms and limitations apply. For more details, please visit https://asia.dynabook.com/warrantylaptop/

STORAGE* Choice of 256GB, 512GB, Gen 3 PCIe NVMe Solid State Drive
Choice of 512GB, 1TB Gen 4 PCIe NVMe Solid State Drive

Microsoft Secured-Core PC Certified (https://us.dynabook.com/secured-core-pc/), 
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) v2.0, Fingerprint Reader (Synaptics® SecurePad™), 
(Optional), Infrared (IR) camera for face authentication (Optional), Intel® Authenticate 
support, Webcam Shutter Slider, Security lock slot, dynabook own BIOS

2x USB 3.2 Type-CTM Gen 2 - Thunderbolt 4 port which supports data transfer, 
power delivery and display port, 1x USB 3.2 Type-A (1xSleep & Charge), HDMI-out 2.0 
(supporting 4k support), headphone/microphone combo, microSD Card reader

HDMI 2.0

Headphone/
Microphone Combo

Micro SD
Card Reader

USB-C™ 
with Thunderbolt™4 USB 3.2

(Sleep&Charge)

Power-On button

Recommended Accessories

Security Lock Port

 
Dynabook USB-C Dock 
(PA5356L-2PRP)

Dynaook Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock
(PS0120LA1PRP)

Additional dynabook
Universal USB Type C™
PD AC Adaptor
(PA5352E-1AC3)

Dynabook USB-C™ to 
HDMI® / VGA / LAN / USB 3.0 
Travel Adapter with Power 
Delivery (PD) Charging
(PS0001UA1PRP)


